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Absolute Navetta 73
Boat Type: Cruiser

OVERVIEW

NEW NAVETTA 73, A SUCCESSFUL COURSE

With the birth of the Navetta 73, the engineering of beauty is now at disposal of any brave deep-sea wave piercer,
from the anchor light to propeller. Indeed, Navetta 73 is a unique yacht in her range, which amazes without getting

away from the features of the Navetta family, here enhanced through the bigger dimensions. Offering more than 80-

feet’s-units solutions, but at a 73-feet-unit budget, this rare jewel is a dream come true for those sea-lovers who

don’t want to renounce functionalities, spaces and new technologies, together with the most refined elegance and

the highest comfort.



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Absolute Boat Type: Cruiser

Model: Navetta 73 Hull Material: Fiberglass

Hull Type: Category: Power

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 73.00 ft Draft - max: -

LOA: 73 ft 5 in - 22.38 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 18 ft 3 in - 5.56 meter Dry Weight: -

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 1056 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 293 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

ENGINEERING OF BEAUTY

The fly astonishes for its dimensions: a 55 meters floor area, with helm station at flybridge bow, an elegant wet-

bar place in face of a dining area and sofas that characterize the style. On the main deck, the sight has no

obstacles; it extends easily from the helm, beyond the salon and right to the cockpit. Impressive windows of vertical

size let the sea horizon be the main protagonist.

Featuring precious natural materials like wood, crystal, leather, the Calacatta marble and the Murano glass, together

with innovative solutions and high-quality design furniture, the four guests’ cabins are a celebration of Italian

style, offering the allure of cozy interiors and the great sophistication of sober taste. The Master cabin at bow, with

its unique sea-landscape, is a guarantee of relaxation and peace; while the double guest cabin and the two Vip

Cabins, allow their 8 guests to live in elegance and highest comfort.
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